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NewRiderTM 5000 Airless
Riding Field Line Striper

10003033

Benefits
Versatile
A quick release clamp allows you to 
remove the spray gun to spray stencils, 
small curves, and hard to reach areas 
with the 25’ extension hose.

Convenience & Comfort
Easily enter and exit the machine with 
the adjustable tilt steering column. Its 
2-position high back seat with driver 
controls for ignition, throttle, and 
parking brake, and a cupholder keeps 
everything within arms reach. Seat-
based foot pedals control forward and 
reverse speed, spray gun activation, 
steering column lock, and lifting-
lowering the spray head. 

Powerful
Powered by a Honda GX390 engine 
with electric start power and backup 
recoil, a hydraulic transaxle, and 3000 
psi, high pressure airless spray pump. 

Quick Color Change
The 2.5-gallon purge tank makes it 
easy to spray a second color Plus, this 
tank can also be used to clean the 
spray gun and hoses right in the field. 

303-364-7786
www.newstripe.com

Overview
The NewRiderTM 5000 Airless Riding Field Line Striper is the first 
true ride-on airless field striping machine designed exclusively for 
all natural and artificial turf fields. Backed by decades of industry 
knowledge, the NewRider 5000 stripes fields quickly and easily. 

• Full adjustable pump allow you to set the perfect pressure to 
get complete coverage of the turf and not the soil. 

• Spray gun placement near the pivot point means less 
movement and straighter, more consistent lines. 

• Floating swivel caster allows spray gun to follow ground 
contours while maintaining line widths over rough terrain.

• Proudly Made in the USA and Free Shipping is available.

Product Specifications

Application Athletic Field Striping

Spray Pump High Pressure Airless (0-3000 psi, 0.44 gpm)

Propulsion Riding

Engine Honda GX390

Paint Capacity 50 Gallon

Wheels 18" Pneumatic (front) & 16" (rear)

Origin Proudly Made in the USA

Warranty 36 Months

Weight 625 lbs

Ship Weight 870 lbs

Ship Dimensions 89" L x 47" W x 51" H
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Easy Clean Up The onboard 2.5-gallon purge tank lets you clean 
your spray gun and hose right in the field and the 
inline filter keeps the system running without 
frustrating clogs. 

50-Gallon  
Paint Tank

The large 50-gallon onboard paint tank allows you 
to spend more time painting and less time refilling 
your paint supply. A single tank provides enough 
coverage to paint up to 9 regulation soccer fields 
or 5 football fields. 

Paint Efficiency NewRider’s 3000 psi, high pressure airless pump 
atomizes paint more efficiently than lower 
pressure stripers. This allows for nearly 30% more 
coverage per gallon of paint at 450 linear feet per 
gallon, making NewRider stripers one of the most 
efficient ride-on athletic stripers on the market.  

Ergonomically 
Designed 

The NewRider 5000 boasts a number of features to 
ensure operator comfort. A Hydrostatic Drive 
allows for smooth speed transitions and limits 
jerking. The fully adjustable steering column and 
seat ensures that operators of any size can easily 
operate the machine. 

www.newstripe.com  /  303-364-7786  /  info@newstripe.com
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